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So we start with only three. That evening, when a small fox
“was
spared, only three of them were there. Adam, the failed
warrior, had not yet come back. But he would, soon, because
this is a story of eight weeks in the lives of four people, not
quite fully grown, and the people who loved them.
Just one summer is all you get. Twice, the moon grew
round, then thin again. Animals tended their young and
began their mad scurry to fatten themselves for the hard
months to come as if for the very first time.
Two calendar pages fell near the beginning of the twentyfirst century.
Fires burned. Hearts broke. And then there was only one
in a small, Northern town…

”
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PLOT SUMMARY
Where the Rocks Say Your Name is the first
novel from award-winning short-story writer
Brenda Hasiuk.
In Franklin, a hardscrabble town in
northern Manitoba, life is hunting, fishing,
hockey — and working at the mine. But for
three best friends just out of high school and
ready to begin their adult lives, the arrival of
Adam, a rough young man on the run, will
make this “their last innocent summer.”
Toby is a second-generation miner,
easy in his own skin, tall, athletic, likeable; a
kind of golden child in Franklin. His parents
came to Franklin from the East coast and
succeeded in making a better life for their
children. Toby is a dreamer, determined to
train for the biathlon in a town where
hockey is the only sport, but mostly he
dreams about the life he already has. For
him, more than the others, all is right with
the world.
Toby’s girlfriend, Rina, tries to ignore
the bad dreams she brought with her as her
family escaped from Sarajevo. Her father
Merik, a doctor, has made a new career in
Franklin, but both her parents believe their
beautiful daughter might find a wider, more
cosmopolitan life in the city.
Ally, blunt and practical, is the one
who decided she and the “foreign girl”
should be best friends. She doesn’t think
much of her white father, who returned to
the city long before, but now years of living
so closely with her mother, Ruth, a strong
woman who has made a successful business
out of nothing, have begun to chafe.
Still, it is only the un-expected arrival
of Adam, Ally’s nearly forgotten cousin from
the city, that upsets the balance. He seems

to spend most of his time on the couch, but
really he is hiding from trouble, and the
violence he seems to contain brings out the
tensions among the friends.
Because in Ally’s dreams, she is the
one whom Toby holds. And while Rina’s parents are determined she will leave for college
in the fall, that’s a life her boyfriend Toby
isn’t sure he wants to share. And when
Adam, unsure of his own place, inserts himself among his cousin’s friends, he uses
Toby’s hesitation to declare his love for Rina
openly to goad the miner into taking him
out on a hunting trip that will prove fatal.
The real crisis comes in the aftermath
of Toby’s death. Violence and tragedy have
found Rina again even in Franklin, and
before she returns to Sarajevo, somehow it is
Adam who can offer consolation. Only in
Toby’s death does Ally really face her love for
him and her jealousy of Rina. And Adam
must find out whether his real home is with
his family in the north after all.
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Setting
While Franklin, the setting for WRSYN, is a
kind of fictional composite, Hasiuk’s initial
inspiration for both the book and the setting
came when her work took her to Flin Flon,
Manitoba, a northern mining town dropped
into the middle of lake country fit for a
Group of Seven painting.
So like Flin Flon, Franklin is home to a
large smelting operation as well as a mine,
and both mining and smelting provide wellpaying, though challenging and sometimes
dangerous work.
But there is a strange contrast
between the hard and ancient landscape
and the thrown-together air of the town that
has been built there. The families of all the
characters have worked to adapt to the
difficult but prosperous life of Franklin. Yet,
as Rina’s father Merik reflects near the end of
the novel:
Someday, most likely before his own
daughter was as old as him, the bounty of
the rock would come to a grinding halt.
The company would close, the brightly
painted arms of human initiative left to
rust.

Point of View
The narrative voice in WRSYN is a traditional
one: omniscient, third-person, past-tense.
But within that voice are many variations.
While we most frequently see the
world through the eyes of Ally, the POV
shifts smoothly among all four of the
protagonists — and often to their parents as
well. It also frequently slides backward in
time so that the story encompasses action
that sometimes occurs decades earlier.
Frequently the narration pulls out to the
omniscient level to address the reader about
broad matters and then moves back in.
The resulting novel is both a comingof-age story of four young people and a
much wider comment on a whole complex
world:
And somewhere hidden alongside the
highway where Toby had driven Ally and
Rina home that night, where the bus
carrying Adam would wind him north into
their lives the next morning, the fox that
had been spared lay curled beneath a
patch of fern, sleeping the lonely and fitful
sleep of a small predator.
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Inspiration

Writing

Although Brenda Hasiuk is a life-long
Manitoban, she hadn’t actually visited the
the province’s North until her professional
work as a communications director took her
to Flin Flon.

Even though Hasiuk was already a widely
published short-story writer, writing her first
novel while working full-time taxed her timemanagement skills:

While she had already been planning
to write a novel, that visit gave her the
inspiration for the setting and themes of a
quite different book:
“There was something
about the juxtaposition of hardcore industry with raw nature that
inspired me.

I ended up exploring how
what humans share most
of all is our failings
“I realized it would be a
kind of coming-of-age novel with
four protagonists. But usually
coming-of-age novels are very
personal, really focussed on the
inner struggles and development of a single
person.
“And when I was the age of these
characters, that’s not the sort of novel that
got me excited about literature.
“So I wanted to show all those
personal dramas in the context of the wider
world and universe. Then, thematically,
these four quite different characters gave me
a chance to examine larger questions about
the things that separate and define us —
both culturally and personally.“

“I tried to figure out the times I had
the most creative juice and take advantage
of them.
“But you still have to find a balance
between times that you can push on even if
you’re tired, and times when
it would be better to go buy
some shoes.

If you want to write a
novel, you do have to
actually make yourself do
the work.
“I’d liken it to exercise.
There are times you think
you’ll barely be able to get
through a workout, but once
you start the energy often
comes. When you’re having a good day,
there’s nothing like it.
“For your first novel you’re really
learning as you go, but I gave myself a fairly
strict set of rules. I knew there were four
sections, and each would have four chapters
of roughly the same length — so that helped
me pace the work. After that, I tried to work
from 7-10 at night, longer on weekends,
until I had a first draft.
“Then I had a few people read it, and
re-wrote the whole thing for the second
draft — I mean actually re-wrote from
scratch, typing in every word all over again.”
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Character Notes
Adam

Ally

Twenty-year-old Adam is a cousin that Ally
barely remembers, the son of Ruth’s
estranged brother Vincent, and his wife
Lucille. After a youth in the rough core area
of Winnipeg, Adam arrives on Ruth’s
doorstep one Saturday.
Streetwise, somehow
charming, filled
with futile rage,
Adam is running
from the police,
and memories of
the little brother
he couldn’t save.

Toby

Ally, a born and bred Northerner, has just
graduated high school and works in her
mother’s bulk food store in town.

The product of a disastrous marriage
between wounded Ruth and idealistic Harry,
Ally is loud-mouthed, promiscuous, and
loyal.

WRSYN is concerned not just with the four main
characters, but with the families that surround
them:
Neighbour

Lucille

RCMP
Officer

Mary

Vincent

Ruth

Harry

New
Wife

Ally
Brother

Brother

Adam

Leonard

Aunt
Lyle

Best friend
to Rina, in love
with Toby, and
cousin to
Adam, Ally is
the character
who connects
the others.

Sharon
Slavenka

Merik

Rina

Nineteen-yearold Toby, who
husband
Sister
Sister
Toby
automatically
followed his
father down
boy
boy
boy
into the mine,
feels most comfortable with pink-faced Ally,
but falls for Rina instead.

Ally’s friend
Rina is a
Rina
refugee from
Sarajevo. Her
father Merik is
Franklin’s new
doctor, while her mother Slavenka remains
practically immobilized by homesickness.

His parents, Sharon and Lyle, have
devoted their lives to building a happy
family home for their kids, and Toby is their
golden boy: athletic, sweet-tempered, at
peace with himself, but his dreams — of
competing in the biathlon, of holding onto
Rina, don’t seem to fit a life in Franklin.

Neither of them feels that Franklin —
or Rina’s friends — are good enough for
their daughter. World-weary beyond her
years, exotically lovely, and universitybound, Rina is a fish out of water, haunted
by memories of a place long buried in
rubble.
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Discussion Topics

Research and Writing Tasks

Brenda Hasiuk originally resisted providing
proper names for places like Franklin,
Winnipeg, and Sarajevo:

Hasiuk says writing WRSYN gave her a
chance to “examine larger questions about
the things that separate and define us —
both culturally and personally”:

1. What are reasons she might have had for
avoiding identifying place names?
2. How would the experience of reading
WRSYN have been different if place-names
had never been used?
Hasiuk uses the death of one of her four
protagonists as a way to test and reveal the
nature of her characters and their world:
3. If one of the characters had to die, why
might Hasiuk have chosen Toby?
4. How would the novel be different if Toby
had lived?
5. What do you think Toby’s life would have
been like had he lived?
6. What do you think the lives of the other
characters will be like in another ten years?
It’s the arrival of Adam, “the failed warrior,”
that begins to change the dynamics among
the others:
7. Is Adam a sympathetic or unsympathetic
character?
8. Why are Rina and Adam attracted to one
another?
In WRSYN we see the world from the POV of
each of the four protagonists:
9. Is there a character whose POV might be
called ‘primary’?
10.Which POVs seems most trustworthy?
Which seem least accurate?

11.What makes Franklin an appropriate
setting to examine these concerns?
12.How does the narrator suggest the physical
environment of Franklin is related to the
personal stories?
13.Hasiuk clearly wants us to notice the fox
that escapes death in the first pages of
WRSYN. What symbolic or narrative
purpose does the fox serve?
14.If WRSYN is a “coming of age novel with
four protagonists,” which of the main
characters matures or changes the most in
the novel? Which of the main characters
changes least?
15.Adam wants to experience a vision-quest, a
particular kind of spiritual coming-of-age.
What is the vision-quest Adam finds, and
how does it change him?
16.There are several scenes with more than
one of the protagonists present which could
have been written from another character’s
POV. Choose one and rewrite it from the
perspective of different character
17.We come to know the parents of each of
the main characters well — and often see
the world from their POVs. Pick one of the
four protagonists and describe how their
parents help or hinder their coming-of-age.
18.WRSYN has four protagonists and four
sections — and the section titles themselves
are different lists of four. Which list is most
appropriate to the novel, and why?
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Web-site
The web-site for WRSYN contains the latest version of this guide, relevant links, and other
information about the author and her work:
www.wheretherockssayyourname.ca

Background
SARAJEVO: SARAJEVO, EXODUS OF A CITY
In this account of life under siege in the doomed city of Sarajevo, Dzevad
Karahasan provides a personal story of daily life during the siege and
collapse of the once cosmopolitan and beautiful city, a cultural portrait of
the city as it was, and the historical background to understand how the
breakup occured and what might have been done to prevent it.

Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 1994. ISBN-13: 978-1568360577

WINNIPEG:
While gangs and violence have been part of life in Winnipeg’s rough North End for almost a
century, in recent years youth violence seems to have become worse. In a 2007 entry in the
Mike on Crime blog, Winnipeg Free Press crime reporters Bruce Owen and Mike MacIntyre write:
A Free Press analysis shows 14 boys and girls between the ages of 12 and 17 have already been
accused of taking a life in 2007. Another 12 were charged in 2006.
Those who work in the justice system have noticed the alarming stats and say it shows how little life
is valued among many disenfranchised youths.

mikeoncrime.com/article/2897/record-number-of-manitoba-youths-facing-homicide-charges

FLIN FLON (FRANKLIN) PHANTOM LAKE: NORTH OF 54.
In his award-winning collection Phantom Lake, poet, novelist, and Flin
Flon native Birk Sproxton (1943-2007) tells “the stories, legends, and tall
tales that make up ‘Flin Flon,’ a real imaginary place perched on rocky
outcrops and lakes of the Canadian Shield… Sproxton tells of the first
gold rush, the draining of Flin Flon Lake, the emergence of the open pit,
smelter smoke and slag pour, headframes, and tailings ponds.”

University of Alberta Press, 2005. ISBN: 0-88864-442-6
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